
 Abstract— A high data capacity chipless radiofrequency 

identification (chipless-RFID) system, useful for security and 

authentication applications, is presented in this paper. Reading 

is based on near-field coupling between the tag, a chain of 

identical split ring resonators (SRRs) printed on a (typically 

flexible) dielectric substrate (e.g., liquid crystal polymer, 

plastic, paper, etc.), and the reader. Encoding is achieved by the 

presence or absence of SRRs at predefined (equidistant) 

positions in the chain, and tag identification is based on 

sequential bit reading. Namely, the tag must be longitudinally 

displaced, at short distance, over the reader, a microstrip line 

loaded with a SRR and fed by a harmonic signal. By this means, 

the harmonic signal is amplitude modulated, and the 

identification (ID) code is contained in the envelope function, 

which can be obtained by means of an envelope detector. With 

this system, tag reading requires proximity with the reader, but 

this is not an issue in many applications within the domain of 

security and authentication (e.g., secure paper for corporate 

documents, certificates, etc.). Several circularly-shaped 40-bit 

encoders (implemented in a commercial microwave substrate), 

and the corresponding reader, are designed and fabricated as 

proof-of-concept demonstrators. Strategies for programming 

the tags and a first proof-of-concept chipless-RFID tag 

fabricated on plastic substrate through inkjet printing are 

included in the paper. 

Index Terms– Split ring resonators (SRRs), microstrip 

technology, chipless-RFID. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Chipless radiofrequency identification (chipless-RFID) is 

an alternative to chipped-RFID systems for the 

identification, tracking and/or authentication of objects and 

items, where the silicon integrated circuit (IC) is replaced 

with a printable passive encoder [1]-[6]. Such encoder 

contains a unique signature that can be identified by means 

of a RF (or microwave) interrogation signal in frequency, 

time or hybrid domains. The main advantage of chipless-

RFID over RFID systems based on tags equipped with 

microchips is the low cost of the encoders, which can be 

fabricated by means of (additive) printing techniques, such 

as screen printing, rotogravure, flexography or inkjet, or, 

obviously, by means of photo-etching. However, size and 

data capacity (crucial aspects of any identification system) of 

printable encoders reported to date are not competitive with 
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Many efforts have been made in recent years to alleviate 

the previous limitations of chipless-RFID tags. There are two 

main approaches for data encoding in chipless RFID: time 

domain reflectometry (TDR) [7]-[16] and spectral signature 

[1],[2],[17]-[36]. TDR based tags exhibit fast responses as 

compared to frequency domain tags, but their bit encoding 

capability is limited since tag ID is generated by the echoes 

of a pulsed signal (caused by discontinuities or impedance 

mismatches), and either large delay lines or very narrow 

pulses are needed to avoid overlapping of the reflected 

pulses. Therefore, most efforts to increase the data storage 

capacity have been focused on frequency-domain based tags. 

In this case, encoders are based on resonant elements tuned 

at predefined frequencies covering a certain spectral 

bandwidth. Encoding is achieved by the presence or absence 

of abrupt spectral features in the amplitude, phase or group 

delay responses, and tag reading requires a multi-frequency 

interrogation signal covering the whole spectral bandwidth 

of interest.  

Spectral signature barcodes (as they are usually designated 

to point out the similarity with optical barcodes) can be of 

two main types: retransmission based [17],[18] and 

backscattered based [19],[25] tags. The former consists of a 

transmission line loaded with resonant elements (or with 

resonant elements coupled to it) and two cross polarized 

antennas, one for reception and one for transmission, so that 

interference between the interrogation signal and the 

retransmitted encoded signal is minimized. By contrast, in 

backscattered tags, the resonant elements act as receiving and 

transmitting antennas and provide the spectral signature 

through the radar cross section (RCS) peaks. Typically, 

backscattered chipless tags are more compact since antennas 

are not required.  

In frequency-domain based tags, the number of bits is 

typically given by the number of resonant elements. 

Strategies to enhance the number of bits without an increase 

in the number of resonators (and hence bandwidth and size) 

include multi-state multi-resonator tags [34]-[36] and hybrid 

tags [27],[30]-[33]. The former exploits the fact that more 

than two states can be achieved by a single resonant element. 
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Particularly, in retransmission based tags the multi-state 

functionality can be obtained through the controllability of 

the attenuation level of notches (amplitude response) 

achieved by rotation [35],[36]. Hybrid tags are multi-domain 

tags where more than one domain (e.g. time, frequency, 

phase, polarization, etc.) are used simultaneously in order to 

achieve more than one bit of information per resonant 

element. Examples of hybrid tags include encoders based on 

frequency position and polarization diversity [31], and 

encoders where frequency domain is combined with phase 

deviation [30], among others. 

In spite of the recent efforts to increase the number of bits, 

mainly focused on increasing the spectral efficiency 

(bits/GHz), the reported chipless RFID tags are far from the 

data capacity of chipped tags. In [36], it was shown that by 

sacrificing reading distance, and by using the concept of near 

field (inductive) coupling between the tag and the reader, an 

information density per frequency of 16 bits/GHz can be 

achieved. In such multi-state multi-resonator tags, 

implemented by S-shaped SRRs (S-SRRs), a resonant 

particle introduced in [37]-[39] and used in several 

applications (e.g., sensors [40]), the resonant elements are 

etched in a different dielectric layer than the transmission 

line, a coplanar waveguide (CPW) acting as reader (front-

end). Tag reading requires proper alignment and contact 

between the tag and the transmission line (reader), which is 

not necessarily an issue in certain applications such as 

security and authentication, as reported in [36]. However, it 

is difficult in practice to increase the information density per 

surface and frequency by means of these tags since it is not 

possible to increase the number of states per resonator 

beyond four (as in [36]). 

 In this paper, a different and unconventional approach, 

first reported in [41], to significantly enhance the number of 

bits of chipless tags is used for the implementation of 40-bit 

chipless tags. The approach is based on sequential bit 

reading, and it is achieved by displacing the tag, a chain of 

identical resonators, over a transmission line (reader) fed by 

a harmonic signal. The presence or absence of resonant 

elements at predefined equidistant positions in the resonator 

chain modulates the input (carrier) signal, so that the ID code 

is present in the envelope of the modulated signal. Note that 

the interrogation signal is simply a harmonic signal. In these 

new chipless RFID tags the information is given by the 

presence or absence of resonant elements at predefined 

positions. Equivalently, the ID code, obtained from the 

envelope function in time domain, is given by the presence 

or absence of notches at predefined times. Conceptually, the 

working principle for tag reading in these chipless RFID tags 

is similar to the one of the angular velocity sensors reported 

in [42],[43].  

The main innovation of the proposed system comes in the 

form of a reduced form factor of the tags by cutting out 

antennas, not using spectral features, and using sequential bit 

reading through motion of the tag over the reader. As 

compared to the work in [41], we report here a chipless RFID 

system where the reader is a microstrip line loaded with a 

split ring resonator (SRR) [44],[45] and the resonator chain 

uses the same resonant elements but rotated 180º. The 

implementation of the active part of the reader in microstrip 

technology is important for backside isolation. Moreover, 

vias are not necessary. An important difference as compared 

to the chipless RFID system proposed in [41] concerns the 

fact that the SRR-loaded line (reader) reported here is 

configured as a bandpass filter with a deep notch above the 

pass band. The harmonic feeding signal is tuned to the 

frequency of maximum transmission. However, the system 

is designed in such a way that when a SRR of the tag lies on 

top of the SRR of the reader, the frequency response 

experiences a shift and the carrier frequency is strongly 

attenuated due to the shift in the transmission zero position. 

With this strategy, the dynamic range, or modulation index, 

is enhanced, as compared to [41]. We report 40-bit chipless 

RFID tags, which are circularly shaped for proper reading 

through a step motor used previously by the authors for 

angular velocity measurements [42],[43]. 

The work is organized as follows. The working principle 

is succinctly summarized in Section II. The layout of the 

reader and the topology of the resonant elements are 

presented in Section III. The lumped element equivalent 

circuit model of the structure and the method to extract the 

parameters are also included in this section. In section IV, an 

exhaustive analysis of the proposed system, useful to 

determine the convenient carrier frequency of the feeding 

signal, is carried out. The effects of the air gap separation and 

lateral misalignments are also discussed in this section. The 

experimental set-up for tag reading, as well as the fabricated 

tags, a set of four 40-bit tags implemented in the four 

quadrants of a circularly shaped narrow and flexible 

dielectric layer, is presented in Section V. The envelopes 

inferred from tag reading, corresponding to the different 

chipless tags, and providing the ID codes, are also provided 

in Section V. Section VI is devoted to a discussion on 

different strategies for programmable tags based on resonator 

detuning, and it is demonstrated that by mechanically cutting 

the resonators along their symmetry plane, detuning, and 

consequently tag reconfigurability, is achieved. In this 

section, it is also demonstrated that the proposed chipless-

RFID system works by printing the tags on plastic substrates, 

of interest in many applications including security and 

authentication. Finally, the main conclusions are highlighted 

in Section VII. 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The working principle of the proposed chipless RFID 

system is based on near-field coupling between the tag, a 

chain of identical resonant elements (SRRs), and the active 

part of the reader, a SRR-loaded microstrip line configured 

as bandpass filter. The SRR of the line is identical to the 

SRRs of the tags, but rotated 180º. The ID code is inferred 

sequentially and by proximity; namely, the SRR chain of the 

tag must be longitudinally (i.e., in the direction of the line 

axis) displaced above the position of the SRR of the line. The 

distance between the line SRR and the SRR chain (air gap 

separation) must be small, in order to favor the coupling 

between the SRR of the line and those of the chain.  

Through tag motion, the frequency response of the SRR-

loaded line varies substantially provided the coupling 

between the line and tag SRRs is efficiently modulated. To 

this end, small distances (air gap) are necessary. Moreover, 

 



 
Fig. 1. Sketch of the proposed chipless RFID system, consisting of the tag 
(set of resonators printed or etched on a substrate) and the reader (within the 

dashed rectangle), constituted by the harmonic generator, the SRR-loaded 

transmission line, the circulator, and the envelope detector.  

 

the relative 180º orientation between the SRR of the line and 

those of the tag chain is necessary, since such orientation 

enhances the coupling in the optimum position (i.e., the one 

with perfectly aligned line and tag SRRs) [46],[47]. By 

contrast, when the tag chain is located with the intermediate 

positions between two adjacent SRRs just on top of the center 

of the line SRR, the coupling is negligible. Tag motion 

results in shifts in the frequency response which are 

intimately related to the coupling level for the vertically 

aligned SRRs. The consequence of these shifts is the 

modulation of the transmission coefficient of the SRR-

loaded line with tag motion. If a harmonic (carrier) signal 

tuned to a certain frequency is injected to the input port of 

the SRR-loaded line, the signal at the output port is 

modulated by tag motion, and the ID code is contained in the 

envelope of the modulated signal. The sketch of the proposed 

chipless RFID system is depicted in Fig. 1. 

In the proposed chipless RFID tags, the logic ‘1’ and ‘0’ 

states are given by the presence or absence of SRRs at 

predefined and equidistant positions in the chain. To enhance 

sensitivity, it is convenient to choose the carrier frequency 

exhibiting the maximum excursion (variation) of the 

transmission coefficient with tag motion. Through this 

choice, the modulation index is optimized, and the logic 

states can be better discerned in a reading operation. This 

aspect will be discussed in Section IV. Nevertheless, the 

SRR-loaded microstrip structure acting as bandpass filter 

provides a large excursion between maximum and minimum 

transmission, and this represents a clear advantage as 

compared to the system proposed in [41]. 

III. READER AND TAG TOPOLOGIES AND LUMPED ELEMENT 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL 

The active part of the reader, a microstrip line loaded with 

a SRR, is depicted in Fig. 2. The SRR is folded in order to 

reduce its electrical size. As mentioned before, the SRRs of 

the tag chain are identical, but rotated 180º (hence the 

topology is not repeated). In view of Fig. 2, it follows that 

the structure exhibits a band pass behavior, and filter 

bandwidth is related to the width of the slot between the 

resonant element and the access lines, s2. The frequency 

response of the structure of Fig. 2, inferred from full wave 

electromagnetic simulation (using Keysight Momentum), is 

depicted in Fig. 3 (the parameters of the Rogers RO3010 

substrate, with thickness h = 0.635 mm, dielectric constant r 

= 10.2 and loss tangent tan = 0.0022, have been 

 

 
Fig. 2. Topology of the reader. Dimensions are (in mm): l1 = 3.16, l2 = 3.35, 

s1 = 0.2, s2 = 0.2, W1 = 0.56, and W2 = 0.5. The distance between adjacent 

SRRs (it they are present) in the tag chain is 0.2 mm. 

 

Fig. 3. Frequency response of the structure of Fig. 2 inferred from lossless 

electromagnetic and circuit simulation. (a) Magnitude of S11; (b) magnitude 

of S21; (c) phase of S11; (d) phase of S21. The extracted parameters of the 
lumped element equivalent circuit (in reference to Fig. 4) are: Lr = 27.1 nH, 

Cr = 0.03 pF, Cg = 0.05 pF and Cp = 0.76 pF. 
 

considered). The transmission coefficient exhibits a 

transmission zero, given by the intrinsic resonance frequency 

of the SRRs, and a pole (or reflection zero), where all the 

injected power is transmitted to the output port (neglecting 

the effect of losses). This response is very useful for our 

purposes, due to the large insertion loss at the transmission 

zero frequency (with direct impact on the modulation index 

of the output signal in a reading operation, as will be later 

shown). 

The structure of Fig. 2 can be described by the lumped 

element -circuit model depicted in Fig. 4. The parallel 

resonant tank Lr-Cr accounts for the SRR, whereas Cg and Cp 

take into account the effect of the slots and the capacitance 

to ground (losses are not considered in the model since the 

main aim is to justify the presence of the transmission zero). 

In order to validate this model, the four reactive parameters 

must be extracted. To this end, a procedure similar to those 

reported in [47]-[49] in reference to another type of resonator 

loaded lines, is considered. Note that four conditions are 

necessary to unequivocally determine the four model 

parameters. The first condition is the transmission zero 

frequency, where the parallel resonant tank opens 
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A second condition involving the elements of the series 

branch is the frequency where such branch shorts, i.e., it 

exhibits a null reactance. Such frequency, obtained by 

forcing the reactance of the resonant tank Lr-Cr plus the 

capacitance Cg to be zero, is 
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Note that this frequency can be inferred from the reflection 

coefficient, S11, represented in the Smith chart, since at that 

frequency the trace of S11 intersects the unit conductance 

circle. From the value of the parallel reactance, directly given 

by the Smith chart, the shunt capacitance values (Cp) are 

derived (third condition). Finally, at the reflection zero 

frequency, fr, or frequency with maximum transmission, the 

iterative impedance, given by 
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must be the reference impedance of the ports (50 ). This is 

the fourth and last condition, necessary to determine the 

elements of the circuit model. In (3), Zs and Zp are the 

impedance of the series and shunt branch of the -circuit.  

Application of the previous parameter extraction procedure 

gives the reactive parameters indicated in the caption of Fig. 

3, where the circuit simulation of the frequency response 

(obtained by means of Keysight ADS) is also depicted. The 

good agreement between the lossless electromagnetic and 

circuit simulation validates the proposed circuit model of the 

SRR-loaded microstrip line (some discrepancies in the 

vicinity of fz are due to radiation, not accounted for by the 

circuit model). Note that the considered lossless model is of 

interest as long as such model predicts the position of the 

reflection and transmission zero frequencies, relevant to this 

work. In coherence with the lossless model, parameter 

extraction has been carried out from the lossless 

electromagnetic simulation. Parameter extraction from the 

measured results is also possible, but the inclusion of 

resistors in the model should be considered (as in [48]). 

Nevertheless, our purpose has been to provide a lossless 

model in order to gain insight into the design of the proposed 

near-field chipless systems. 

The frequency response depicted in Fig. 3 corresponds to 

the SRR-loaded microstrip line without tag loading, i.e., 

surrounded by air. Let us now consider that the structure is 

loaded with the tag, and particularly for a tag position 

corresponding to perfectly aligned SRRs. For this position, 

referred to as reference position (REF), the pair of vertically 

aligned SRRs forms the so-called broadside-coupled SRR 

(BC-SRR) [46],[47]. This composite particle is characterized 

by a strong electric coupling between the individual SRRs, 

provided the air gap separation between them is small 

enough. The consequence is a significant decrease of the 

fundamental resonance frequency of the composite particle 

(BC-SRR), resulting in an overall shift of the transmission 

coefficient towards lower frequencies. By considering that 

the air gap separation is 265 m (this value will be justified 

later), that the SRR of the tag is etched on the Rogers 

RO4003C substrate with thickness h = 0.204 mm, dielectric 

constant r = 3.55 and loss tangent tan = 0.0021, and that 

this narrow substrate is attached to FR4 (with thickness 

h = 1.6 mm, dielectric constant r = 4.7 and loss tangent tan 

= 0.014) for mechanical stability, the resulting frequency 

response (inferred from electromagnetic simulation) is the 

one depicted in Fig. 5. Note that if the tag is attached to a  

 
 

Fig. 4. Lumped element equivalent circuit model of the SRR-loaded 

microstrip line of Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Frequency response of the structure of Fig. 2 with tag cover as 

explained in the text, inferred from lossless electromagnetic and circuit 

simulation. (a) Magnitude of S11; (b) magnitude of S21; (c) phase of S11; (d) 
phase of S21. The extracted parameters of the lumped element equivalent 

circuit are: Lr = 11.9 nH, Cr = 0.13 pF, Cg = 0.05 pF and Cp = 0.87 pF. 
 

different material, its effects can be taken into account at 

simulation and design level. Nevertheless, some tolerance 

exists in the material used to provide mechanical stability, 

due to the large excursion of the transmission coefficient 

experienced by tag motion. The circuit simulation with 

extracted parameters is also depicted in Fig. 5 (the 

parameters are indicated in the caption of Fig. 5). Again, 

good agreement between the lossless circuit and 

electromagnetic simulation is obtained. Interestingly, Cg and 

Cp have not experienced a significant variation as compared 

to the structure without tag cover, as expected. The main 

variation corresponds to the capacitance of the resonant 

element (BC-SRR), which has experienced an increase of 

roughly four times due to the broadside (face-to-face) 

capacitance between the metal strips of the particle. 

IV. ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION 

The frequency response of the tag loaded structure for 

different relative positions between the SRR of the tag and 

the one of the line is depicted in Fig. 6 (tag displacement is 

in the direction of the line axis). In this case, losses have been 

considered since the maximum and minimum values of the 

transmission coefficient are important. The considered air 

gap separation is the one in reference to the response of Fig. 

5 (i.e., 265 m). As anticipated before, departure from the 

REF position modifies (shifts up) the transmission and 

reflection zero frequencies. Figure 7 depicts the variation of 

the transmission coefficient as a function of the relative 

displacement for specific frequencies (indicated in the 

figure). One of these frequencies is the reflection zero 

frequency for the case of perfectly aligned SRRs (forming 

the BC-SRR). Let us designate this frequency as fr,BC-SRR. The 

transmission coefficient for this frequency is a maximum for  
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Fig. 6. Transmission coefficient (magnitude) of the SRR-loaded line of Fig. 

2 with tag cover, for different relative positions between the SRR of the line 
and the SRR of the tag. Relevant frequencies, discussed in the text, are 

indicated. These results have been inferred by electromagnetic simulation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Variation of the transmission coefficient as a function of the relative 

displacement for the indicated frequencies. These results have been inferred 
by electromagnetic simulation. 

 

 

the REF position. Departure from this position reduces the 

transmission coefficient, but it saturates to roughly 22 dB 

for a relatively small displacement. We have also depicted 

the variation of the transmission coefficient for the reflection 

zero frequency of the structure with completely misaligned 

SRRs. Note that this frequency is similar, but not identical, 

to the reflection zero frequency of the structure without tag 

loading. The reason is that the presence of the tag substrate 

slightly modifies the resonance frequency of the SRR of the 

line. Nevertheless, this frequency is not influenced by the 

SRR of the tag, and hence it can be called fr,SRR (to point out 

that this frequency is only given by the SRR of the line). For 

fr,SRR, the excursion (dynamic range) experienced by the 

transmission coefficient is close to 45 dB, i.e., 50 dB for the 

REF position, and roughly 5 dB for displacements above 1 

mm. Finally, we have considered an intermediate frequency, 

called fr,int, corresponding to the reflection zero frequency for 

a displacement of 0.4 mm. In this case, the transmission 

coefficient as a function of the displacement exhibits a deep 

notch for the REF position, a maximum for a displacement 

of 0.4 mm, as expected, and then the transmission coefficient 

saturates to 15 dB as the relative displacement increases. 

In view of Fig. 7, it is convenient to set the frequency of the 

feeding signal, or carrier frequency, to fc = fr,SRR. The reason 

is that for this frequency, the maximum dynamic range is  

 

 
Fig. 8. Variation of fr,BC-SRR with the air gap separation. These results have 

been inferred by electromagnetic simulation. 

 

obtained. Nevertheless, by choosing the carrier frequency 

between fr,BC-SRR and fr,SRR, the variation of the transmission 

coefficient is significant, and the value of the maximum 

transmission coefficient is close to the ideal value of 0 dB. 

Note that by setting fc to values above fr,SRR the dynamic range 

is also considerable, but the value of maximum transmission 

progressively decreases as fc increases, a situation that must 

be avoided to prevent deterioration of the modulation index. 

Thus, according to this analysis, the frequency of the feeding 

signal (carrier frequency) must satisfy fr,BC-SRR < fc <  fr,SRR, 

but, preferably, it must be as close as possible to fr,SRR. This 

window for fc is interesting from a practical viewpoint, since 

it is difficult to exactly predict the position of the optimum 

frequency, fr,SRR. This analysis reveals that the proposed 

system is not very sensitive to frequency drifts, this being a 

relevant aspect. 

One important parameter notably influencing the 

behaviour/performance of the proposed chipless RFID 

system is the air gap distance. As the gap increases, the SRR-

loaded line is more insensitive to the presence of the tag, 

since the coupling between the SRR of the line and the SRR 

of the tag decreases. By increasing the air gap, fr,BC-SRR 

increases, whereas  fr,SRR remains constant. Figure 8 depicts 

the variation of fr,BC-SRR with the air gap. It can be seen that 

the window for fc decreases as the air gap increases. 

Nevertheless, the window is significant up to reasonable gap 

distances. 

Let us now consider that the carrier frequency is set to the 

optimum frequency, fc = fr,SRR, and let us represent the 

excursion experienced by the transmission coefficient with 

the air gap when the SRRs of the line and tag are perfectly 

aligned. The result, depicted in Fig. 9 (a), reveals that there 

is an optimum gap spacing, 265 m, providing the maximum 

variation of the transmission coefficient. The particularity of 

this gap separation is that, for perfectly aligned SRRs, the 

transmission zero frequency exactly coincides with the 

reflection zero frequency of the structure without tag on top 

of it, i.e., fr,SRR, which is in turn the carrier frequency. It 

should be highlighted, however, that this optimum gap space 

has been calculated for a particular carrier frequency, i.e., fc 

= fr,SRR. If the carrier frequency is slightly below fr,SRR, then it 

is necessary to decrease the gap in order to allocate the 

transmission zero, for the perfectly aligned SRRs, at the 

position of the carrier frequency. Thus, the optimum gap 

separation depends on the carrier frequency, but such 

optimum gap separation increases with fc. Since fc should not  
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Fig. 9. Tolerance analysis for vertical and lateral displacement of the tag on 
the maximum variation of the transmission coefficient. (a) Effects of air gap 

variation; (b) effects of lateral shift. The mechanical system used to provide 

relative motion between tag and reader must guarantee lateral and vertical 
misalignments within the indicated tolerance limits. These results have been 

inferred by electromagnetic simulation. 

 

be chosen to be higher than fr,SRR, it follows that fr,SRR is the 

optimum carrier frequency, provided the optimum gap 

distance is the largest one within the interval. Nevertheless, 

small variations of fc in the vicinity of fr,SRR (with the gap set 

to the optimum value at fr,SRR) do also give significant 

excursions in the transmission coefficient. 

In order to analyze the tolerance against lateral shifts of the 

tag with regard to the line axis, Fig. 9(b) depicts the 

maximum variation of the transmission coefficient for the 

optimum frequency fr,SRR and the optimum gap separation at 

this frequency (265 m). As can be seen, laterally shifting 

the tag degrades the excursion of the transmission 

coefficient. However, by considering a tolerance limit of 10 

dB for a reliable reading operation, it follows that lateral 

shifts between 1.3 mm and +2.3 mm are within the 

allowable limits for misalignment in the transverse direction. 

These values are very reasonable on account of the 

considered SRR dimensions. It is worth mentioning that the 

tolerance interval is not symmetric. The reason is the lack of 

symmetry of the structure with regard to the line axis. 

However, due to the symmetry with regard to the midplane 

between the input and the output port for perfectly aligned 

SRRs, it follows that tag displacement in the positive or 

negative direction, from the REF position, along the line axis 

is undistinguishable. For this reason, the curves of Fig. 7 

exhibit perfect symmetry. 

V. FABRICATED TAGS, EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND 

RESULTS 

The in-house system for the measurement of the tag 

response is based on a step motor that provides angular 

motion to a rotor. For this reason, the fabricated chipless 

RFID tags have been implemented as circular chains of 

SRRs. In particular, we have considered four different 40-bit 

tags based on the SRRs considered in the previous sections 

(see the dimensions in Fig. 2) and implemented on a narrow 

substrate attached to FR4 for mechanical stability (see  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 10.  Photograph of the fabricated (a) 40-bit chipless RFID tags and (b) 

active part of the reader. 

 

Fig. 11.  Experimental set-up used for tag reading. 

Section III in reference to Fig. 5). Such tags are allocated in 

the four quadrants of a circle [see Fig. 10(a)]. However, the 

whole structure can be viewed as a single 160-bit tag as well. 

The photograph of the SRR-loaded line (active part of the 

reader) is depicted in Fig. 10(b). Note that the 50  access 

lines have been bent to avoid mechanical friction between the 

port connectors and the tag during tag motion. 

The photograph of the experimental set-up is shown in 

Fig. 11. The Agilent E4438C function generator has been 

used to feed the SRR-loaded line through a harmonic signal 

tuned to fc = fr,SRR = 4 GHz. This frequency provides 

reasonable SRR size and it is compatible with our 

measurement equipment, and system components. The 

envelope detector has been implemented by means of a 

Shottky diode (Avago HSMS-2860) and a low pass filter. In 

practice, the low pass filter functionality has been achieved 

by means of an active probe (N2795A), with resistance  
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Fig. 12. Measured normalized envelope for the 40-bit fabricated tags. 

The depth of the dips, corresponding to the logic state ‘1’, is significantly 

larger as compared to the system in [41]. 

R = 1 M and capacitance C = 1 pF, connected to an 

oscilloscope. Such oscilloscope (the Agilent MSO-X-3104A) 

is used to visualize the envelope function, providing the tag 

ID code. In order to avoid unwanted reflections from the 

Schottky diode (a highly nonlinear device), a circulator 

(model ATM ATc4-8), configured as an isolator, has been 

cascaded between the output port of the SRR-loaded line and 

the Shottky diode, similar to the system in [41]. Finally, the 

step motor STM 23Q-3AN is used to provide angular motion 

to the tags. The response of the four fabricated chipless tags 

is depicted in Fig. 12, where the ID codes are indicated. The 

logic states ‘1’ and ‘0’ are given by the presence and absence, 

respectively, of SRRs at the predefined positions, as 

mentioned before. The angular velocity of the step motor has 

been set to 5.33 rpm. It can be seen that the notches in the 

time response perfectly correlate with the logic state ‘1’. The 

significant dip depth indicates that the reader is very sensitive 

for the detection of the logic state ‘1’ and hence it is a robust 

system for tag identification. Thus, the results presented in 

Fig. 12 validate the proposed approach for the determination 

of the tag ID codes. The area of each 40-bit tag is as small as 

4.75 cm2 (corresponding to a density of 8.4 bit/cm2). Note 

that by increasing the number of bits of the tags, the time 

required to read a tag also increases. However, in practice, 

the tag reading speed may be large since the carrier frequency 

(4 GHz) is very large as compared to the rhythm of SRR 

crossing above the reader, imposed by any reasonable, but 

large, shifting speed of the tag. Tag displacement speed does 

not have any influence on system performance, since, as 

mentioned, any reasonable speed is necessarily small as 

compared to the carrier frequency. Nevertheless, in a real 

scenario, tag speed is actually limited by the sampling time  

 

 
 
Fig. 13. Photograph of the detuned SRR. 
 

 
Fig. 14. Measured normalized envelope for the 40-bit programmed tag. 

 

of the data acquisition system, which must be significantly 

smaller than the temporal width of the dips. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

An important aspect of chipless-RFID systems, with direct 

impact on cost, concerns the possibility of implementing 

programmable tags. As we have previously discussed, the 

presence or absence of resonant elements at the predefined 

tag positions determines the logic state of each bit. Note, 

however, that this approach is not optimum from the point of 

view of overall costs. In a real scenario, where tags are 

implemented by printing processes using conductive inks, 

the cost of the necessary ink for tag fabrication is small 

(calculated in the range of less than one eurocent) as 

compared to the price of typical RFID chips. However, each 

ID code requires a specific layout, and this may represent a 

significant cost burden, especially if high-quality massive 

printing processes are required for tag fabrication (e.g. 

rotogravure).  

An alternative approach, of special interest if thousands of 

high-data capacity tags are necessary, is to fabricate all-

identical tags with all the resonators printed at the predefined 

positions (representing an optimum cost solution). Tag 

encoding (programming) can then be done in a later (low-

cost) stage by making inoperative those resonant elements 

with required ‘0’ state. In this context, inoperative resonators 

means detuned resonators, i.e., with fundamental resonance 

significantly shifted. Resonator detuning can be achieved, 

e.g., by short-circuiting the resonant elements (an approach 

proposed in [17] for frequency-domain multi-resonator 

spectral signature barcodes) or by physically cutting the 

resonant elements. In a real scenario, short-circuiting can be 

achieved by inkjet printing (requiring a minimum quantity of 

ink and sintering at room temperature), whereas resonator 

cutting can be achieved, for instance, by laser ablation.  
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Fig. 15. Photograph of the 10-bit printed chipless tag implemented on 

PEN substrate. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Measured normalized envelope for the 10-bit programmed tag.  

 

In this paper, a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the 

programmable capability of the proposed chipless-RFID tags 

has been carried out. To this end, the 40-bit encoder with all 

resonators present at the predefined positions (code 1 of Fig. 

10) has been modified (programmed). Specifically, we have 

cut alternate resonators, making them inoperative and hence 

programming the ID code corresponding to code 2 of Fig. 10. 

A drilling machine has been used to cut the required resonant 

elements along their symmetry plane (the photograph of one 

of such detuned resonators is depicted in Fig. 13). The 

measured normalized envelope function corresponding to 

this programmed tag is depicted in Fig. 14, where it can be 

appreciated that the 40-bit ID code is given by alternating 

states ‘1’ and ‘0’, as expected. 

The functionality of the proposed chipless-RFID system 

has been demonstrated by tags implemented in a commercial 

(narrow) low-loss microwave substrate. However, the 

interest in a real application devoted to security and/or 

authentication is the implementation of these chipless-RFID 

tags on low-cost plastic or paper substrates through standard 

printing processes (e.g., rotogravure, screen-printing, etc.), 

and, eventually, programming in a later stage, as discussed 

before. Note that in applications such as secure paper (e.g. 

for anti-counterfeiting of corporate documents, certificates, 

ballots, etc.), the ideal solution is to directly print the tags on 

the tagged item (paper). Alternatively, a plastic substrate, 

with intermediate electromagnetic properties between 

commercial low-loss microwave substrates and paper, 

located in a specific region of the tagged item, can be 

considered for tag printing.  

As a first proof-of-concept towards this direction, we have 

fabricated, by inkjet printing, a 10-bit tag with all bits set to 

‘1’ (all resonators present and functional) on the Polyethilene 

naphthalate (PEN) film (Dupont Teijin Q65FA) (Fig. 15). 

The used inkjet printer is the Ceradrop CeraPrinter X-Serie, 

and two layers of DuPont™ PE410 conductive ink (with a 

measured conductivity of 7.28106 S/m) have been printed 

in order to achieve a measured thickness of 3.3-3.5 m. The 

considered substrate (PEN) has a measured thickness, 

dielectric constant and loss tangent of h = 0.125 mm, 

r = 3.36 and tan = 0.0042, respectively. For tag reading, the 

tag has been attached to the FR4 substrate to provide 

mechanical stability.  

Since the SRR chain is linear (see Fig. 15), rather than 

using the step motor, we have linearly displaced the tag over 

the SRR of the line (reader) through our available positioning 

system, which allows for manual linear motion in two 

dimensions (x,y). Apart from that, the setup for tag reading 

(i.e., for obtaining the envelope function) is identical to that 

described in Section V. The measured envelope function 

corresponding to the tag of Fig. 15 is depicted in Fig. 16. Ten 

dips, corresponding to the ten SRRs, can be perfectly 

appreciated (the lower depth of the 2 s dip is due to 

fabrication related tolerances; nevertheless the ID code can 

be perfectly identified). Hence, the proposed chipless RFID 

system is validated by considering plastic substrates and 

resonant elements printed on it. 

We would like also to highlight that the proposed chipless-

RFID system is conceived by taking into account that the 

relative speed between the tag and the reader should be 

constant. However, different (constant) velocities can be 

considered, preferably high in order to reduce the time 

needed for tag reading. In order to know such velocity, 

necessary for tag reading, one possibility is to add a pair of 

symbols (SRRs) at the beginning of the chain. The time 

distance between these pair of symbols, read as logic ‘1’, 

determine the time positions where tag must be read. 

As previously mentioned, the main advantage of chipless 

RFID over RFID systems with tags equipped with chips is 

the lower cost of the chipless tags. In many applications 

involving thousands or millions of tags, or in order to tag low 

cost items, chipless RFID is fully justified even at the 

expense of potentially higher cost in the reader side (in our 

case due to the mechanical elements needed to provide tag 

motion). Nevertheless, concerning the electronics of the 

reader of the proposed system, it is relatively low cost. Note 

that in a real scenario, the function generator should be 

replaced by a harmonic oscillator, and the information 

contained in the tag can be inferred by means of a low cost 

post-processing unit (out of the scope of this paper). Potential 

applications of the proposed near-field chipless-RFID 

system in the field of security and authentication include 

authentication and identification of corporate documents, 

ballots, exams, certificates, etc. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, we have presented a chipless RFID system 

based on near field coupling and sequential bit reading that 

constitutes an improvement as compared to the first version 

reported in [41]. The tags are simply a set of identical 

resonant elements (SRRs) etched or printed on a dielectric 

substrate forming a chain, and the presence or absence of 

resonant elements at predefined positions in the chain 

determines the logic state. Reading is achieved by proximity 

between the tag and the reader, a SRR-loaded microstrip line 

fed by a harmonic signal (carrier). Specifically, it has been 
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demonstrated that by displacing the tag (SRR chain) above 

the SRR of the line, the transmission coefficient is efficiently 

modulated, and this modulation is dictated by the 

presence/absence of SRRs in chain. The result is that the 

amplitude of the carrier signal is modulated at the output port 

of the microstrip line, and the ID code is contained in the 

envelope function. The main advantages of the proposed 

approach as compared to chipless RFID system proposed in 

[41] are: (i) vias are not required, since a microstrip line, 

rather an a CPW, is used as active part of the reader; (ii) 

backside isolation in the reader is guaranteed by the presence 

of the ground plane in the back substrate side, (iii) the 

modulation index is high due to the high excursion of the 

transmission coefficient with the relative position between 

the tag and the SRR-loaded line. Moreover, it has been found 

that the system is tolerant to air gap variations (distance 

between the tag and the SRR of the reader) up to 0.6 mm, and 

to lateral tag shifts up to 1.3 mm, which are very reasonable 

values on account of the dimensions of the tag SRRs. The 

number of bits of the proposed system is only limited by the 

space occupied by the tag chain, since tag reading simply 

requires a harmonic (single-tone continuous-wave) signal. 

The achieved density of bits per area is as high as 

8.4 bits/cm2. Therefore, high data capacity (at the expense of 

reading by proximity), useful in applications such as security 

and authentication, is achievable. Particularly, applications 

in secure paper, where the tag ID can be directly printed on 

a paper substrate, and reading can be merely achieved by a 

mechanical system able to provide tag motion above the 

reader (plus the necessary electronics), are envisaged. 
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